Transcriptional regulation of brain gene expression in response to a territorial intrusion
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Aggressive behaviour associated with territorial defence is widespread and has fitness consequences. However, excess aggression can interfere with other important biological functions such as immunity and energy homeostasis. How the expression of complex behaviours such as aggression is regulated in the brain has long intrigued ethologists, but has only recently become amenable for molecular dissection in non-model organisms. We investigated the transcriptomic response to territorial intrusion in four brain regions in breeding male threespined sticklebacks using expression microarrays and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). Each region of the brain had a distinct genomic response to a territorial challenge. We identified a set of genes that were upregulated in the diencephalon and downregulated in the cerebellum and the brain stem. Cis-regulatory network analysis suggested transcription factors that regulated or co-regulated genes that were consistently regulated in all brain regions and others that regulated gene expression in opposing directions across brain regions. Our results support the hypothesis that territorial animals respond to social challenges via transcriptional regulation of genes in different brain regions. Finally, we found a remarkably close association between gene expression and aggressive behaviour at the individual level. This study sheds light on the molecular mechanisms in the brain that underlie the response to social challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many animals restrict all or part of their activities to a territory that they defend vigorously for resources important to their survival and reproductive success such as food, mates, shelter or offspring. Consequently, territorial defence involves frequent aggressive confrontations with intruders, including predators and both conspecific and heterospecific competitors. However, the overt expression of aggression can be costly [1,2]. For example, highly aggressive animals often experience higher levels of stress that can impair important biological functions, such as immunity and energy homeostasis [1]. Moreover, aggression can be maladaptive when it is misdirected towards offspring, mates or potentially deadly predators [3]. Thus, aggression should be carefully regulated [4]. Understanding how complex behaviours such as aggression are modulated at the molecular level necessitates careful dissection of the brain’s response to social interactions.

However, a challenge for studies of the molecular bases of complex behaviours such as aggression associated with territorial defence is that hundreds of genes influence aggression [5–11], and aggression involves many brain regions, each of which is specialized for different processes [12,13]. Therefore, a promising strategy for tackling the molecular bases of complex behaviours is to measure the transcriptional response of thousands of genes simultaneously in several brain areas rather than focusing on single genes or single brain areas in isolation.

Recent studies suggest that the brain responds to social stimuli via the modulation of transcription regulatory networks [14,15], a complex biological process that involves interactions between proteins (transcription factors, TFs) and DNA (cis-regulatory sequences in gene promoters and enhancers) to govern the rate at which genes in the network are transcribed into mRNA [16]. However, we are only beginning to understand the interactions between elements in a biological system (systems biology) of social behaviour, and we know little about how transcription regulatory networks operate within and across brain regions [17]. A study on brain gene expression in aggressive dogs revealed that genes that were upregulated in one brain region were downregulated in other brain regions [18], pointing to differences in the transcriptional regulatory activities invoked in different brain regions. An interesting question raised by such an observation is: are the opposing directions of regulatory activities the result of completely different regulatory effects, or could the same TF be partnering with different region-specific TFs to give opposing results? The latter mode of regulation, where the region-specificity arises from combinatorial regulation by multiple TFs, was suggested to play an important role in the transcriptional response of honeybee brains during behavioural maturation [15].
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The threespined stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus, is a teleost fish that, for many years, has been a model system in animal behaviour [19]. Despite the solid role that sticklebacks have played in studies of animal behaviour, we are only beginning to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying their rich behavioural repertoire [20–23]. The reproductive behaviour of this fish is well characterized both in the laboratory and in the field [24]. During the breeding season, male sticklebacks defend nesting territories, and they are especially aggressive toward other male sticklebacks that intrude into their territory. Besides these highly energetically demanding defensive activities, territorial male sticklebacks also actively court females and provide all of the parental care to the developing offspring [24]. Therefore, breeding male sticklebacks engage in a variety of activities, all of which are important to reproductive success. The sequencing of the stickleback genome and access to sophisticated bioinformatic tools now allow us to exploit the well-characterized territorial behaviour of this fish to examine how complex behaviours are regulated within and across brain regions.

Here, we used microarray gene expression profiling in four brain regions to understand how the expression of genes in several brain regions is regulated in response to a social challenge in wild-caught male sticklebacks. We focused on four macroscopically dissected regions of the brain (homologies to nodes in the vertebrate social behavioural network [25,26] are in parentheses): the telencephalon (medial amygdala, bed nucleus of the stria terminalis), the diencephalon (ventromedial and anterior hypothalamus, preoptic area), the cerebellum (including the anterior midbrain) and the brain stem (midbrain). The rich literature on the neuroendocrine regulation of aggressive behaviour generates predictions about some of the key biological processes and brain areas that are likely to be involved in the neural regulation of aggression in sticklebacks. For example, processes involving brain monoamines, neuropeptides and, in particular, sex steroids (from whole genome surveys, see [9,10,27]) have all been implicated for the response to social challenges in vertebrates (reviewed in [28]). Recent studies suggest that gene products known to modulate social behaviour such as androgen receptors are expressed in fish brain regions that correspond to the nodes of the vertebrate social behaviour network [29,30]. Therefore, we predicted that territorial intrusion would induce the transcription of genes involved in the regulation of sex steroids in the telencephalon and diencephalon, the two brain regions that we considered which include many homologous nodes in the social behaviour network.

In addition, we used a cis-regulatory network analysis to test the hypothesis that shifts in neurogenomic states [17] in response to territorial intrusion were modulated by specific cis-regulatory elements. Despite the proven utility of cis-regulatory analysis to understand gene regulation during development [31], this is one of the first studies applying cis-regulatory analysis to understand an equally complex phenomenon: social behaviour [6], and the first to do so in a vertebrate. It lays the stepping-stones to the ultimate characterisation of the neurogenomic states underlying complex decision-making in response to social challenges.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Males were collected from a freshwater population and maintained in the laboratory on a 16 L : 8 D photoperiod and at 18°C. Males were provided with nesting material; only males with completed nests were used in the experiment (n = 15). We randomly divided the males into three groups with n = 5 males per group. One group consisted of territorial males that were confronted by an intruder (experimental group), the second group comprised territorial males that were not confronted by an intruder (control group) and the third group comprised males that served as intruders. Pairs of fish in the control and experimental groups were matched for size and euthanized at the same time; intruders were always smaller than the experimental individual. Control, experimental and intruder males were in the same stage of the nesting cycle [24]; they vigorously defended their territories and would court females. Therefore, whatever differences that were observed between treatments reflects the response of experimental males to an intrusion, as opposed to more general differences in reproductive maturity or nesting stage.

At the start of the experiment, a single intruder was introduced into an experimental male’s tank. The intruder was removed after 15 mins. The interaction between the experimental male and the intruder was video-recorded and the videos were later scored for the following behaviours by the experimental male that were directed to the intruder: latency to orient, number of orients, time spent orienting, number of bites, number of chases and time spent chasing.

Thirty minutes after the intruder was introduced, the experimental male and their matched (paired) control male were netted and quickly euthanized by decapitation within seconds following an Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved protocol (#06178) of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. We elected to sample at 30 min because that is when the stress response to intrusion in sticklebacks is high [21], and when differences in gene expression, including immediate early genes (IEGs) [32], and other socially responsive genes are likely to be detected [33,34]. We dissected four brain regions on dry ice: telencephalon, diencephalon, cerebellum and brain stem. The telencephalon was dissected out first by cutting along the natural commissure between the telencephalon and diencephalon. The diencephalon was dissected by cutting the two lobes away from the cerebel mum and removing the entire structure from the skull. The cerebellum was removed by cutting off the structure from the brain stem. The anterior midbrain, which is usually considered part of the brain stem, was co-dissected with the cerebellum, potentially leading to similarities between the cerebellum and the brain stem in our results. Finally, the brainstem was designated as everything that remained before the spinal cord began.

The brain regions were placed individually in Eppendorf tubes containing 500 μl of TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Total RNA was isolated as described in [22].

For microarray labelling and hybridization, up to 1 μg of total RNA from each sample was labelled using the Agilent Two-Colour Microarray-Based Gene Expression Analysis (Quick Amp Labelling) following the manufacturer’s instructions (see the electronic supplementary material). We used a ‘balanced’ design in the microarray experiment and controlled for dye effects by performing dye swaps on biological replicates (individuals). For hybridization, 900 ng cRNA of samples with different dyes were mixed, fragmented and
hybridized onto an Agilent 4 × 44 K oligonucleotide microarray following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Hybridization was performed within brain regions and between control and experimental replicates. A total of 20 microarrays were processed; the experimental design is in electronic supplementary material, table S1.

Microarray validation by qPCR was conducted on the Applied Biosystems 7900HT (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using the FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (ROX) (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) following the manufacturer’s recommendations. Because different genes were differentially expressed (DE) between control and experimental males in the four brain regions, we conducted validation on each brain region separately by selecting control and experimental replicates. A total of 20 microarrays were processed; the experimental design is in electronic supplementary material, table S1. Validation was on the same samples as in the microarray.

To identify the DE genes in the four brain regions in control relative to experimental fish, we used the Rank Product implemented in R Bioconductor, an analysis especially suited for experiments with small sample sizes and samples with data that have high variation [35]. Rank product is a non-parametric statistical method based on the mean rank of fold change of each gene under the null hypothesis of no differential expression. A total of 1000 permutations were conducted. Transcripts with false discovery rate (FDR) ≤ 0.05 were considered DE.

The annotation of the DE genes was performed using the function BiomaRt [36], as implemented in R Bioconductor. We conducted gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis in R Bioconductor as described in [22].

(a) Detection of cis-regulatory elements

We detected cis-regulatory elements by searching for common TF-binding sites (‘motifs’) upstream of a set of DE genes. If the same motif is consistently present upstream of a set of genes, it suggests that the TF that binds to that motif regulates the set of genes. In that case, we refer to the motif as ‘enriched in’ or ‘associated with’ the gene set.

Genomic annotation files were obtained from UCSC Genome Browser (Stickleback, gasAcu1) and used to define the promoter region for each gene as the 5000 bp upstream from its transcription start site. There were 17 121 annotated genes in the universe of genes for our analysis. For each TF binding motif, the Stubb algorithm [37] was used to score every 500-bp genomic window with 250-bp shifts. A ‘motif target gene set’ for a given motif was defined as the genes that contain within their promoter regions a window that scores in the top 0.1 per cent of the motif’s genomic distribution of scores. We considered all the DE gene sets in each of the four regions that passed the p-value threshold of 0.01 without FDR, considering upregulated and downregulated gene sets separately (in total eight gene sets). The threshold for the analysis of cis-regulatory elements is less strict than the one used for other analyses in this paper (FDR < 0.05) because larger gene sets allow for the identification of more robust, reliable associations between motifs and DE genes.

Associations were tested between each of the 661 motif target gene sets from the JASPAR and TRANSFAC databases (more information in the electronic supplementary material) and each of the eight DE gene sets with a one-sided Fisher’s exact test and the association p-values were recorded.

To discover significant, higher level ‘meta-associations’ between one or more motif target sets with more than one DE gene set, we performed an analysis with cis-METALYSIS [15]. Cis-METALYSIS systematically combines association p-values into a single statistic and then analytically calculates the significance (‘meta p-value’) of the combined statistics. To assess the significance of a given ‘meta p-value’ while accounting for multiple hypothesis testing, an estimated FDR statistic, ‘efDR’, was calculated as the proportion of the number of results at that significance level from shuffled data compared with real data (more details in the electronic supplementary material). We examined the data with two different settings of the cis-METALYSIS program. First, to determine single motifs and motif pairs that were enriched in the promoter regions of DE genes across all regions of the brain, we ran the ‘flexible’ mode of cis-METALYSIS where the DE genes could be either the upregulated or the downregulated genes in each of the brain regions. That is, a reported meta-association could involve overrepresentation of the motif in the upregulated genes in one region and downregulated genes in another region. Second, we investigated gene regulatory patterns in the diencephalon by using the ‘pattern’ mode of METALYSIS, explained next. One of the most intriguing results of the analysis of DE genes was that there were many genes that were upregulated in diencephalon and downregulated in other regions (see §3). To identify possible gene regulatory causes of this pattern, we restricted the program to only search the space of meta-associations (i) that contained a significant association in the diencephalon region and (ii) where the associations in the other regions were in the opposite direction as in the diencephalon.

(b) Correlations between behaviour and gene expression

The behaviour of each individual experimental male (n = 5) was recorded during the territorial intrusion. Because cRNA of individual brains were hybridized to the arrays, we were able to extract individual-specific values of expression of each gene for the five experimental fish, and to correlate individual levels of gene expression with individual levels of behaviour by the experimental males using Spearman correlations. Individual levels of gene expression in the brain were estimated using the normalized, log-transformed expression values of the DE genes.

To assess whether the observed correlations between behaviour and gene expression of the top 20 DE genes in each region were tighter than expected by chance, we compared the mean correlation coefficients between the top 20 DE genes in each region and behaviour with the mean correlation coefficients of 100 000 random samples of 20 genes from throughout the genome. For each of the five behaviours that were recorded for the experimental males, we compared the observed absolute average value of the correlation coefficients between behaviour and gene expression of the top 20 genes with the 95% CIs surrounding the expected mean correlations between behaviour and gene expression from the random samples and their associated p-values.

3. RESULTS

Upon introduction to the resident male’s tank, all of the intruders behaved submissively; they froze, hid and attempted to swim away from the experimental males. By contrast, the experimental males made frequent trips
to the nest while constantly driving away the intruder and patrolling the territory. For example, on average ($\pm$ s.e.), the resident males oriented to the intruder within $46$ s ($\pm 12.7$), and then chased ($18.8 \pm 4.6$ s) and bit at the intruder ($10.2 \pm 7.2$ times) (see the electronic supplementary material, video S1).

Analysis of the microarray gene expression data revealed hundreds of genes that were DE (FDR = 0.05) between males that were confronted by an intruder compared with those that were not. The greatest number of DE genes was in the diencephalon ($n = 266$) and cerebellum ($n = 225$). In the diencephalon, there were more upregulated ($n = 168$) than downregulated ($n = 98$) transcripts, whereas we observed the opposite pattern in the cerebellum (106 up- and 119 downregulated) and the brain stem (24 up- and 49 downregulated). ‘Upregulation’ indicates higher expression in experimental males compared with controls. Contrary to our prediction, relatively few genes were DE in the telencephalon (27 up- and 23 downregulated). On the basis of fold change, the glycoprotein hormone, alpha polypeptide (CGA) was both the most highly upregulated transcript (FC = 40.3, diencephalon), and the most highly downregulated transcript (FC = $-9.9$, cerebellum).

Comparing the list of genes DE between control and experimental males revealed both similarities and differences between brain regions (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and table S3). For example, four transcripts were DE between the experimental and the control fish in all four brain regions. There were a large ($n = 65$) number of genes that were DE in both the cerebellum and diencephalon (28% and 24% of the total DE genes, respectively; electronic supplementary material, figure S1). However, the heat map (figure 1) shows that many of these genes were regulated in opposite directions in the diencephalon and the cerebellum, a finding validated with qPCR (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Expression of the genes selected for validation by qPCR was consistent with gene expression observed by microarray in the diencephalon (100%, $n = 8$). Validation was also successful in cerebellum and brain stem; however, one gene in cerebellum ($n = 6$) and two genes in brain stem ($n = 6$) that showed a similar trend did not pass the $p = 0.05$ cutoff, and one gene in the telencephalon showed the opposite trend. Further details on microarray validation by qPCR are in electronic supplementary material.

**Gene functional annotation**

The DE genes in the diencephalon point to the importance of GnRH-controlled pituitary hormones and the pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) neuronal system in responding to a territorial intrusion. The most upregulated transcripts were the genes encoding the glycoprotein hormone CGA and its associated hormones, luteinizing hormone (LH) precursor and thyroid stimulating hormone, beta subunit (TSHB). Another study on song sparrows also implicated CGA and LH with territorial behaviour [10], and POMC has also been associated with territorial dominance in fish [27]. Consistent with previous findings [27,39], the gene encoding prolactin (PRL), a pituitary hormone that is often associated with parental care [40], was upregulated.

Our study also revealed a large number of genes that have not heretofore been implicated with aggression or territorial defence. In particular, we identified several TFs that were DE between control and experimental males in the diencephalon, including $ENY2$, $SIX2$, $SCRIB$, $E1F5$, $NR5A1$, $SFI$ and $ATF4$ (see the electronic supplementary material, table S5). Particular TFs were also DE in the cerebellum ($STAT3$, $E1F5$, $E1F3D$) and the telencephalon ($E1F5$, $CDCA7L$). These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that TFs within transcription regulatory networks mediate shifts in neurogenomic state.

The vast majority of the downregulated transcripts in the diencephalon were genes associated with metabolic processes (e.g. the ribosomal protein $RPL24D1$ and $RPL4$), genome integrity and chromatin remodelling (e.g. the poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family, member 3 (PARP3)) immune response (e.g. the protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTPN7)) and feeding (e.g. the cocaine and amphetamine regulated transcript prepropeptide (CARTPT)); electronic supplementary material, table S4). These results suggest some of the molecular mechanisms that might underlie the costs of aggression [41] for survival and self-maintenance, including immunity and feeding.

Some of the most upregulated genes in the cerebellum encoded for pituitary hormones (CGA, TSHB, POMC) and corticotropin releasing hormone-binding protein (CRHBP). There is growing evidence that these genes are expressed outside the pituitary [42], suggesting that POMC neuronal projections might modulate gene expression in response to territorial intrusion.

The telencephalon is often a key area involved in aggression [43]. Therefore, it was surprising that we observed the fewest DE genes in response to territorial intrusion in the telencephalon (figure 1). However, the genes and biological processes identified in this region are nonetheless relevant to territorial defence (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3). A complete list of the top DE genes in each region is provided in electronic supplementary material, tables S4–S7.

**Transcriptional regulation in response to territorial intrusion**

We identified TF motifs associated with up- and downregulated genes within each brain region using...
Figure 1. Heat maps of the top 40 genes differentially expressed (FDR ≤ 0.05) between males that experienced a territorial intrusion (experimental) compared with males that did not (control). Shown are separate heat maps for the top DE genes in each region. The columns within each heat map show the extent of differential expression in the four regions. The heat maps were generated using the package Neatmap [38]. Gene names that begin with ‘##’ include the last non-zero digits of the Ensembl Gene IDs of novel unannotated genes. Transcripts with the same names are putative transcript variants. Red in the heat map signifies upregulation, blue signifies downregulation, where ‘up’ refers to higher expression in experimental males. White indicates that the genes were not DE in the specific brain region at raw \( p = 0.01 \) cut-off. T, telencephalon; D, diencephalon; C, cerebellum; BS, brain stem. The colour scale in the legend corresponds to the intensity of fold change.
cis-METALYSIS [15] (figures 2 and 3; electronic supplementary material, figure S7). In the following discussion, we refer to a motif by the name of the TF whose experimentally determined binding specificity is represented by the motif. However, we note that our statistical findings pertain to the motif itself and not to the experimentally determined binding specificity. In agreement with the gene expression analysis, some TFs identified in our study (e.g. NRF2, SRF) have also been shown to regulate the transcription of genes involved in the brain's response to a territorial intrusion. For example, another study implicated NRF2 and SRF (eFDR = 0.033) in the transcription of NEUROD1, a gene that regulates the cell-specific transcription of POMC in synergy with ATF4, a master regulator of neural and behavioural plasticity [17]. The TF motif analysis also points to the involvement of the POMC neuronal system in the regulation of the brain's response to a territorial intrusion. For example, another study implicated NRF2 and SRF (eFDR = 0.033) in the transcription of NEUROD1, a gene that regulates the cell-specific transcription of POMC in synergy with ATF4, a master regulator of neural and behavioural plasticity [17]. The TF motif analysis also points to the involvement of the POMC neuronal system in the regulation of the brain's response to a territorial intrusion.

In agreement with the gene expression analysis, some TF motifs were enriched in upregulated gene sets in all four regions (e.g. the RAS responsive element binding protein 1 (RREB1)), and some were consistently enriched in downregulated gene sets (e.g. peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARG), nuclear respiratory factor 2 (NRF2) and oestrogen receptor (ER)) (figure 2). Some motifs (e.g. the catabolite activator protein (CAP) and the hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 (HNF4)) were enriched in gene sets that exhibited different directions of regulation in different brain regions (figure 2). It is noteworthy that several of the TFs whose motifs were associated with DE genes by cis-METALYSIS were also themselves DE (FDR < 0.05), including NR5A1 (SF1), STAT3 and CREB2 (ATF4), a master regulator of neural and behavioural plasticity [17]. The TF motif analysis also points to the involvement of the POMC neuronal system in the regulation of the brain's response to a territorial intrusion. For example, another study implicated RREB1 (identified above as enriched in upregulated genes across regions) in the transcription of NEUROD1, a gene that regulates the cell-specific transcription of POMC in synergy with ATF4, a master regulator of neural and behavioural plasticity [17]. The TF motif analysis also points to the involvement of the POMC neuronal system in the regulation of the brain's response to a territorial intrusion. For example, another study implicated RREB1 (identified above as enriched in upregulated genes across regions) in the transcription of NEUROD1, a gene that regulates the cell-specific transcription of POMC in synergy with ATF4, a master regulator of neural and behavioural plasticity [17]. The TF motif analysis also points to the involvement of the POMC neuronal system in the regulation of the brain's response to a territorial intrusion.

Figure 2. Transcription factor motifs enriched in genes that were differentially expressed in different brain regions of stickleback following a territorial intrusion. T, telencephalon; D, diencephalon; C, cerebellum; BS, brain stem. Orange indicates TF motifs that were associated with upregulated genes, blue indicates TF motifs that were associated with downregulated genes and grey indicates TF motifs whose association with gene expression was not significant (not included in cis-METALYSIS). cFDR (estimated FDR) represents the probability of finding a meta-association as strong as the result in randomly generated data. All TF motifs are from the Transfac database except those indicated by ‘–jp’, which are from Jaspar database.

### Table: cis-METALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>motif</th>
<th>eFDR</th>
<th>brain region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRF2</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>T, D, C, BS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREB1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPARG</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RREB1_jp</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACH2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HNF4</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POU3F2</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF1</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF_jp</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SREBP1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) NRF2 and ER (eFDR = 0.033)</th>
<th>NRF2</th>
<th>ER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>telencephalon</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diencephalon</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebellum</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brain stem</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.0275</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b) BACH2 and LMO2COM (eFDR = 0.072)</th>
<th>motif combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>telencephalon</td>
<td>BACH2 and LMO2COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diencephalon</td>
<td>BACH2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebellum</td>
<td>BACH2 and LMO2COM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brain stem</td>
<td>BACH2 and LMO2COM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c) NRF2 and SRF (eFDR = 0.047)</th>
<th>motif combination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>telencephalon</td>
<td>NRF2 and not SRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diencephalon</td>
<td>SRF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cerebellum</td>
<td>NRF2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brain stem</td>
<td>NRF2 and not SRF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Motif pairs found in significant meta-associations with flexible, patterned cis-METALYSIS. Orange cells indicate that the strongest association in each brain region was with the upregulated genes, and blue cells indicate that the strongest association was with the downregulated genes. Grey cells represent associations that were not significant and were not included in the computation by cis-METALYSIS. cFDR (estimated FDR) are provided for each meta-association. (a) P-values of association between only NRF2, only ER, and NRF2 and ER motif target sets and the DE genes in the four brain regions. (b,c) Meta-association involving the motif pairs BACH2/LMO2COM and NRF2/SRF with the cell values being the motif combination of the strongest association in the brain region. BACH2 was most strongly associated with upregulated genes in diencephalon. However, in combination with LMO2COM, BACH2 was most strongly associated with downregulated genes in other brain regions.
initiation site, as has been reported previously [46]. This finding strongly suggests that the predicted motif for CAP reflects the true transcription binding site for CAP. Taken together, these results support the hypothesis that behaviour response to territorial intrusion is modulated via transcription regulatory networks.

One of the most striking patterns in the gene expression data is that there were a large number of genes upregulated in the diencephalon and downregulated in the other regions, especially cerebellum and brain stem (figure 1). The motif analysis identified several meta-associations that corroborated this pattern. For example, the single motif CAP was significantly associated with upregulated genes in diencephalon and downregulated genes in cerebel- lum, while the motif pair ER/TIEF1 was associated with downregulated genes in the diencephalon and upregulated genes in the cerebellum (figure 3, electronic supplementary material, figure S7).

Our analysis also suggests that some transcription motifs interact with other TFs to differently regulate gene expression in different brain regions. For example, the motif for NF2 was associated with downregulated genes in all brain regions, but in combination with another TF motif, ER, NF2 was associated with upregulated genes in the diencephalon and cerebellum (figure 3). Interestingly, while the motif pair ER, NF2 was associated with upregulation of genes in the diencephalon, the combination of ER and TIEF resulted in opposing direction of regulation in the same brain region (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S7). Similarly, BACH2 was associated with upregulated genes in the diencephalon, while in combination with LMO2COM, BACH2 was associated with downregulated genes in other regions (figure 3). This pattern is distinct from the pattern we observed with the motif pair NF2 and SRF: SRF was associated with upregulated genes in the diencephalon and cerebellum (figure 3). An example of meta-association between TF motifs (here CAP) and gene target sets, including the numbers of genes implicated in the meta-association in each brain region, is provided in electronic supplementary material, figure S8. These TFs and pairs of TFs are good candidates for causing the dramatic differential gene regulation specific to the diencephalon.

4. DISCUSSION

In this study, we took a systems biology approach encompassing the transcriptome and the regulome to gain insights into the molecular processes that modulate the behavioural response of territorial animals to a social challenge. We showed that a territorial intrusion by a conspecific male elicited strong aggressive behaviour, and induced the differential expression of hundreds of genes in the brain. Consistent with the functional and anatomical compartmentalization of the brain [48], our study showed that distinct genes and biological processes were expressed in each of the four brain regions. While many of the GO terms overrepresented in the list of the DE genes in control compared with experimental fish were related to behaviour, some of these terms such as female pregnancy or maternal behaviour did not necessarily reflect the behaviour of a territorial male fish. This points to the limitations of GO analysis, which is based upon annotation in model organisms and calls for a more ecological annotation [49]. We detected the most differential expression of genes in the diencephalon and the cerebellum, and showed that aggressive behaviour was correlated with gene expression at the individual level. Previous studies on cichlids showed that sex steroid hormone receptors are expressed primarily in the diencephalon, the telencephalon and the mesencephalic structures of the brain [29] and that sex hormones regulate social behaviour [50]. In agreement with these findings, our study identified the most DE genes in the diencephalon; however, fewer genes were identified in the telencephalon. Steroid hormone receptors that were identified in these studies were not among the top DE genes detected in our study, but some of these genes (especially ER) were implicated by the cis-regulatory motif analysis. These differences may reflect the differences in the social-context (territorial intrusion versus social dominance) and the timing of sampling in these experiments.

Intriguingly, a large number of DE genes that were shared between brain regions showed opposite directions of regulation in different brain regions, suggesting the role
of neural gene transcription regulation networks in the expression of aggressive behaviour. In support of these observations, cis-regulatory network analysis identified TF motifs that were enriched in the promoters of genes that were upregulated in one region and downregulated in others. Our motif results highlight the importance of TFs operating together to regulate gene expression in different directions.

Our transcriptome analysis reveals some of the molecular mechanisms underlying the rich social life of nesting male sticklebacks. For example, territorial males engage in energetically costly and risky interactions with their neighbours and intruders. Our gene expression data highlight some of the molecular mechanisms underlying the costs of these activities, e.g. downregulation in the diencephalon of immunity-related genes (PTPN7), genes associated with feeding (CARTPT) and the ribosomal proteins (RPL24D1, RPL4), known for their associations with brain plasticity.

The strong correlations between behaviour and gene expression at the individual level strongly implicate our list of DE genes with aggressive behaviour. However, we do not know whether the genes that were upregulated in the diencephalon and correlated with aggression were causally related to aggressive behaviour, or if they were DE as a consequence of aggressive behaviour. Manipulative experiments that change the expression of particular genes can help disentangle cause from consequence. However, it is becoming increasingly evident that for complex traits such as aggression, perturbations to single candidate genes might not be fruitful because the behaviour reflects the coordinated action of an entire network of genes.

Indeed, the motif analysis strongly implicates the involvement of complex transcription regulatory networks in the behavioural response of territorial animals to an intruder, and offers insights into why there were such different patterns in the different brain regions. The pattern of predicted regulation of gene expression by TFs mirrored that of gene expression in the different brain regions. For example, certain TFs motifs were associated with genes that were consistently upregulated (e.g. RREB1) or downregulated (e.g. PPARG, NRF2, POU3F2) in all brain regions and other TF motifs were associated with genes that were differentially regulated in different brain regions (e.g. CAP, HNF4) (figure 2). In parallel, some genes were consistently upregulated (e.g. EIIF5) or downregulated (e.g. RPLA) in all brain regions, while other genes exhibited different directions of regulation across brain regions (e.g. CGA, TSHB, PRL, POMC). Of particular interest was the identification, by both microarray and qPCR gene expression profiling, of the pituitary glycopeptide hormones (CGA, TSHB, LIF) and polypeptide hormones (POMC, CRHBP and PRL) as upregulated in the diencephalon and downregulated in the cerebellum and the brain stem. These results suggest that territorial intrusion evokes varying transcription responses in different brain regions, often with the same genes being regulated in opposite directions in different regions. This finding strongly suggests the involvement of transcription regulatory networks in response to an intruder. This is consistent with studies that have shown that the production of GnRH and its receptors is under the control of a ‘transcription code’ involving IEGs [51] and supports the hypothesis that POMC and GnRH-controlled neurons modulate behaviour via transcription regulatory networks operating within and across brain regions.

Our results support the hypothesis that transcriptional regulatory networks modulate shifts in neurogenic states. However, the question still remains to know how the regulatory networks modulate shifts in neurogenic states across different brain regions. In other words, how can the same TFs regulate the same genes in opposing direction in two different brain regions? The cis-regulatory network analysis suggests that this might occur via interacting TFs. In combination with other motifs or ligands, these motifs might exert different regulatory effects on gene expression based upon the environment in the region in which they are expressed. Indeed, the promoters of many TFs, including IEGs, contain multiple regulatory elements that are responsive to different intracellular signalling pathways (hormones, receptors or ligands), and the details of these pathways will be different in different cell types and therefore in every region of the brain [52]. A good example is the oestrogen receptor (ER). The E domain of ER contains the binding site for the hormone oestrogen (ligand) as well as binding sites for other coactivator and corepressor proteins. Only in the presence of a bound ligand does ER exhibit its full gene expression regulation capacity. Our data suggest that ER acted differently in different brain regions according to its combinations with other TFs. For instance, ER motif alone was associated with downregulated genes in the diencephalon in response to territorial intrusion. However, in combination with NRF2 (i.e. the motif pair ER/NRF2), the ER motif was implicated in the upregulation of genes in the diencephalon and in the downregulation of genes in cerebellum (figure 3). The interaction between ER and NRF2 has been reported in other studies [53]. The implication of signaling molecules and cofactors in the combinatorial regulation of gene expression has been reported in both vertebrates and invertebrates (see [54,55]); however, their implication in the modulation of complex behaviours has not been reported until recently [17]. A major challenge for future work is to integrate gene regulatory networks within neural circuits [52,56]. Our results offer a glimpse into the complexity of gene expression regulation involved in complex behaviours such as aggression and further demonstrate the power of emerging bioinformatic tools to discover how behaviour is modulated at the transcriptional level both within and across brain regions.
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The provided text contains a list of references, each formatted with the authors' names, publication years, and titles. The entries are presented in a paragraph style that is common in academic writing, where each reference is separated by a period. The references cover a variety of topics, including prolactin and aggression, gene expression in lizards, and the role of sex steroid receptors in brain development and plasticity.


The text also includes studies on the neurophysiological basis of aggression in monkeys, the role of brain-derived gonadotropins in male lizards, and the effect of maternal separation on gene expression in monkeys.

Overall, the references cover a broad spectrum of topics within the fields of neuroscience, molecular biology, and behavioral science, reflecting the diverse research interests and methodologies employed in these fields.
Correction to ‘Transcriptional regulation of brain gene expression in response to a territorial intrusion in sticklebacks’

Yibayiri O. Sanogo, Mark Band, Charles Blatti, Saurabh Sinha and Alison M. Bell


It has come to our attention that the direction of regulation reported in Sanogo et al. [1] is incorrect. Genes that were upregulated in experimental males were, in fact, downregulated and vice versa.

The following sentence on page 4932 that begins, “Upregulation” indicates higher expression in experimental males compared with controls’ should instead read “upregulation” indicates higher expression in control males compared with experimentals’.

The following caption to figure 1 that states, ‘where “up” refers to higher expression in experimental males’ should instead read ‘where “up” refers to higher expression in control males’.

In electronic supplementary material, tables S4–S7, the sign of the fold change (FC) is opposite.
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